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Get started with a FREE PREVIEW
at pebblego.com/preview

What is PebbleGo?
PebbleGo is a curricular content hub specifically
designed for K-3 students. Packed with
informational articles, ready-made activities,
and literacy supports for students of all abilities,
it boosts engagement and fosters independent
learning in core subject areas. Your students will
love exploring PebbleGo time and time again.

“If you want a resource that engages all students in independent
learning and has them saying how much they love using it at home
and at school, then there is no better option out there for K-3.”
— Jennifer Sturge, Calvert County Public Schools
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How PebbleGo helps
• Engage K-3 students with content
created for their specific needs and
curriculum
• Increase understanding, regardless of
reading ability, with authentic readaloud audio
• Foster independence in young
learners of all abilities with simple,
consistent navigation
• Teach foundational concepts such
as applying critical thinking skills to
online information, including source
citation
• Enhance your instruction with lesson
plans and other extended learning
opportunities
• Support dual language development
and content knowledge
simultaneously by easily switching
between English and Spanish*
• Bridge the digital divide by accessing
articles anywhere, anytime, and on
any device with internet access
“PebbleGo is the best resource for
your elementary students. It is
a trustworthy source of factual
information for them to explore
in a completely safe online
environment.”
— Mary Moore,
Skyview Elementary School

* Additional fees apply.
† Available for Animals and Science modules only.

• Dive deeper with audio eBook
collections linked to popular subject
areas*†
• Take the next step with additional
curriculum-connected modules
designed to meet the needs of grades
3–5 in PebbleGo Next*

Get started with a FREE PREVIEW
at pebblego.com/preview
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Features
Every PebbleGo subscription includes:

• Engaging read-aloud audio

• Simple Navigation
· Guided keyword searching
· Large visual search
· Consistent navigation makes information
easy to find and recognize

· Models correct
pronunciation and
fluency
· No robotic text-tospeech
· Follow along with
text highlighting

• Text appropriate
for K-3 readers

• Extended
Learning
· Video and/or audio clips for
most articles
· Teach students to cite their
source
· “Share What You Know”
with a printable template,
ideal for first reports

• Easier at-home and
on-the-go access
with mobileresponsive design

• 508 & WCAG 2.0 Compliant
Technology
· Accessible to students with disabilities
· Compatible with assistive technologies
· Alternative text and descriptive titles for
images and videos

• Administration Tools & Online
Community
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· Usage reports and controls
· Easily connect to Google Classroom
· Free online community for educators with
lesson plans and other helpful resources

Feature Spotlight: Copy Link
Provide easy, one-click access to any PebbleGo or PebbleGo Next article*

How PebbleGo’s new
Copy Link feature helps:

All-New
Feature!

• Save time creating links with a vastly simplified
experience getting direct links
• Get students right to PebbleGo without requiring
them to sign in with a username and password
• Support any learning scenario:
remote, in-person, or hybrid
• Easily share links within any
edtech tool

Get started with a FREE PREVIEW at pebblego.com/preview
* Article availability is based on your current subscription.
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Content
Select the modules that are right for you
Check out every article within
each module at

pebblego.com/content-maps

Animals

Science

Social Studies

Health

“PebbleGo is a game
changer in an elementary
school library and
classroom.”
— Jennifer Latimer, Clinton
Elementary School
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PebbleGo Health
Introduce K-3 students to fundamental health,
safety, and social-emotional concepts

NEW!

With over 150 age-appropriate articles connected to state and national
health standards—from body systems and safety to self-awareness and
relationships and more—your students will never run out of new topics to
spark curiosity about health, wellness, and safety. With PebbleGo Health,
you’ll always have a safe and comprehensive health resource you can rely on
to boost learning and engagement with all your students on cross-curricular
subjects they want and need to know.

Special features include:
•

Activities that provide students an opportunity to develop foundational
health skills required to adopt, practice, and maintain health-enhancing
behaviors

•

Articles aligned to state and national health standards to help students
learn functional health information and develop foundational health skills

•

Content promotes personal, family, and community health

•

Content includes a wide range of topics, to help build positive social
emotional skills, that support Collaborative for Academic, Social, and
Emotional Learning (CASEL) framework

Learn more at pebblego.com/health
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PebbleGo
Add-On
Product

The Next Big Upgrade
Take the next step
with PebbleGo Next
PebbleGo Next is the ideal
enhancement to a PebbleGo
subscription. With it, you’ll
provide 3rd-5th grade students
with hundreds of curriculumconnected articles designed for
their specific needs in:

Science

Social Studies

Features
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•

Scaffolding supports, like authentic read-aloud audio, online
dictionary access, and multimedia to improve comprehension
regardless of reading ability

•

Critical thinking questions to encourage reflection and connection

•

Content correlated to align to appropriate curriculum standards (e.g.
Next Generation Science Standards)

•

Activity for most articles to enrich instruction

Get started with a FREE PREVIEW
at pebblego.com/preview

PebbleGo School Packages
The Alberta Library Package
(Animals, Science, Social Studies
AND PebbleGo Next Science at No Charge)
$399 CN

Customize Your Own Package

Package I

Package II

Animals
(or any other single
module)

Animals & Science
(or any other two
modules)

$199 CN

$299 CN

Package III

Package IV

Animals, Science
& Social Studies
(or any other three
modules)

Animals, Science,
Social Studies
& Health
(or any 4 modules)

$399 CN

$499 CN

Pricing is for for Individual schools, unlimited access 24/7 from school or home. Please see
additional grid for School Board and Public Library pricing based on student and card holders
populations or contact Brandon Wright – brandon@wrightdigital.ca for pricing information.

www.pebblego.com
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PebbleGo Board Wide
Packages
(5 or more schools)
The Alberta Library Board Wide Package
(Includes PebbleGo Animals, Science, Social Studies
& PebbleGo Next Science At No Charge)
# Students

Price Per Student

Under 10,000

1.17

11,000-24,000

1

25,000-49,000

0.85

50,000-74,000

0.72

Customize Your Own Board Wide Package
# Students

Price Per Student
1 Module

2 Modules 3 Modules 4 Modules

5 Modules

Under 10,000

0.75

0.94

1.17

1.46

1.83

11,000-24,000

0.64

0.8

1

1.25

1.56

25,000-49,000

0.54

0.68

0.85

1.06

1.32

50,000-74,000

0.46

0.58

0.72

0.9

1.12

School Board Pricing
For School Board Pricing use your K-3 student
population to calculate price
For Example if you order one module, and your
K-3 student population is 7,500 students your
price is (7,500 X $0.75 for 1 module =$5,625
Canadian dollars)
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Maximize your students’
research with free
resources for educators
Discover new and creative ways to make the
most of PebbleGo and PebbleGo Next

Lesson Plans &
Activities
Bring PebbleGo into the
classroom with easy-to-follow
lessons and creative activities

Promotional Content
Increase PebbleGo
awareness throughout the
school and with families
with shareable resources

Video Tutorials

Content Maps

Watch quick, informational
videos to get going with
PebbleGo in a snap

Connect PebbleGo content to
your curriculum with complete
article lists for each module

Correlations to
Standards

How-To Instruction

Identify how each article
is correlated to state and
national academic standards

Discover step-by-step
instructions to get
PebbleGo setup for your
school or district

Visit pebblego.com/resources to
explore helpful blog posts, inspirational
success stories, and additional free resources!
1833DMIN-SCH

